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Abstract. The general evolution kernels of the twist 2 light{ray operators for
unpolarized and polarized deep inelastic scattering are calculated in O(s). From
these evolution kernels a series of special evolution equations can be derived,
among them the Altarelli-Parisi equations and the evolution equation for the
meson wave function. In the case of twist 3 the results of Balitzki and Braun are
conrmed.
INTRODUCTION
The study of the Compton amplitude for scattering of a virtual photon o
a hadron is one of the basic tools in QCD to understand the short{distance
behavior of the theory. The Compton amplitude for the general case of non{
forward scattering is given by
T(p+; p−; Q) = i
Z
d4xeiqxhp2jT (J(x=2)J(−x=2))jp1i; (1)
where p+ = p2 + p1; p− = p2 − p1 = q1 − q2 and q = (q1 + q2)=2. The time{
ordered product in eq. (1) can be represented in terms of the operator product





















with S = gg − gg − gg and " denoting the Levi{Civita
symbol. The light{like vector ~x = x + r(x:r=r:r)
hq
1− x:xr:r=(x:r)2 − 1
i
is
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2related to x and a subsidiary four{vector r, Ca and Ca5 denote the respec-
tive coecient functions. Dierent kinematic situations in the Bjorken region
are described by dierent matrix{elements of the involved light{ray operators
Oa(+~x; −~x; 
2) and Oa5;(+~x; −~x; 
2). Let us illustrate this with the help
of the non{singlet quark operator, given in the axial gauge ~xA
(x) = 0 by













e2i~xpzhpj a(−~x)fγ~x a(+~x)jpi (4)
and obeys the Altarelli{Parisi equation. The meson wave function, on the






ei~xpth0j a(−~x)fγ~x a(+~x)jpi (5)
and satises the Brodsky{Lepage equation. For general non{forward processes
the distribution function is dened [?] by









 hp2j a(−~x)fγ~x a(+~x)jp1i:
The corresponding evolution equations are given by eq. (??), see also [?]. If
we restrict the general non{forward process by the condition  = ~xp−=~xp+,
j j  1, then a one-variable distribution function [?]









dz−F (t− z−; z−): (7)
is obtained. Note that the partition functions q(z; 2) and (t; 2) can be
obtained as limits  ! 0,  = 1, respectively, see ref. [?].
THE EVOLUTION KERNELS
A consequence of the relation of dierent distribution functions to a single
operator is, that the evolution kernel, i.e. the anomalous dimension, of this
1) For brevity we put 1 = −−; 2 = −   in eqs. (4{7).
